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Abstract: We demonstrate the design, production, characterization and application of two
dispersive complementary mirror pairs compensating second- and third-order dispersion, respec-
tively. Both mirror pairs operate in the spectral range from 1.2-3.2µm. This is an unprecedented
bandwidth of over 1.4 octaves which can drive further improvements in Cr:ZnS, Cr:ZnSe and
other laser systems with a central wavelength around 2µm. The first pair provides a constant group
delay dispersion of −100fs2, while the second one enables the compensation of the third-order
dispersion that is introduced by a TiO2 crystal.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Dispersive mirrors (DM), also known as chirped mirrors, are one of the most important tools
in laser systems generating ultrashort pulses and have been continuously improved for nearly
three decades at this point [1–6]. Usually the DM development follows the improvements in laser
systems closely to meet the laser scientists’ demands. While DMs operating in the UV-NIR
range are well known and commercially available, there have been several new developments for
the mid-infrared (MIR) spectral range recently [7–9]. Especially lasers with a central wavelength
around 2µm like Cr:ZnS, Cr:ZnSe, thulium and holmium based systems gained a lot of interest
lately [10–12]. The output of those lasers can be used, for example, as a seed in an OPCPA
system [13] or to drive a non-linear process in a GaSe [14] or a ZnGeP2 [15] crystal. These
approaches can generate MIR pulses in the range from 2-20µm. This is an interesting spectrum
for biomedical applications [16] which explains the high demand for improved laser systems
driving the generation of broad MIR spectra. With these prerequisites the authors reported a
complementary mirror pair in the range from 2-4µm in [7]. These mirrors provided an overall
reflectance exceeding 99.7% and a group delay dispersion (GDD) of −200fs2. At the time,
this one octave spanning mirror pair was the best reported achievement so far. By carefully
improving coating parameters and after consultation with the laser scientists in our group two
different DM pairs were produced for the present work. Since the laser systems shifted towards
shorter wavelengths, the DMs were designed to cover a spectrum from 1.2-3.2µm. Altough a
notable amount of the spectrum at longer wavelengths has been cut off, the addition of the shorter
wavelengths significantly increased the covered bandwidth to over 1.4 octaves compared to the
one octave in [7]. All four mirrors are comprised of the same layer materials, namely Si and
SiO2. Especially the successful production of a complementary pair compensating the third-order
dispersion (TOD) introduced by a 0.5mm thick TiO2 crystal is a big step in the development of
infrared dispersive optics and will enable further improvements in 2µm based laser systems.

In section 2, the design process is explained, the theoretical properties of the mirrors are
presented and the production of the four mirrors is described. In section 3, measurements of the
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optical properties are shown and the application in a Cr:ZnS laser system is presented. In section
4 a conclusion is drawn.

2. Design and production

For the complete design process the OptiLayer software package [17] was used. The specified
target for the reflectance over the complete working range of 1.2-3.2µm was set to 100% for both
DM pairs. For the second-order dispersion compensating mirrors the target GDD was defined
at −100fs2. This is only half of the amount of GDD compared to [7], but this decrease was
necessary to keep the reflectance as high as possible. Nevertheless, the layer number more than
doubled to meet the target requirements for the new GDD compensating pair. For the TOD
compensating mirrors the target was extracted from a GDD measurement of a 0.5mm thick TiO2
crystal. This measured GDD roughly corresponds to a constant TOD of −300fs3. Additionally,
the two layer materials must be known precisely. The Cauchy formula was used to describe the
refractive index n of Si and SiO2:

n(λ) = A0 +
A1

λ2 +
A2

λ4 (1)

where A0 is a dimensionless parameter, A1 is given in units of µm2 and A2 in units of µm4.
For Si A0 = 3.239220, A1 = 0.091475µm2, A2 = 0.121507µm4 and for SiO2 A0 = 1.465294,
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Fig. 1. (a) Layer structure of PC2121-L. (b) Layer structure of PC2121-S. (c) Reflectance
target, average reflectance upon one bounce and individual reflectance curves of PC2121-L
and PC2121-S. (d) GDD target, average GDD per bounce as well as individual GDD of
PC2121-L and PC2121-S.
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A1 = 0.0µm2, A2 = 0.000471µm4. Due to a working range at shorter wavelengths compared to
the authors previous work [7], absorption had to be taken into account for Si for both mirror pairs.
Therefore, the extinction coefficient was specified by the Sellmeier formula:

k(λ) =
[︂
n(λ) ∗ (B1λ +

B2
λ
+

B3

λ3 )
]︂

(2)

where n(λ) is specified in Eq. (1), B1 = 703.546µm−1, B2 = 495.765µm and B3 = −1627.896µm3.
With the help of the included algorithms in the OptiLayer software and the needle optimization

technique [18] the two mirror pair designs could be synthesized. The names for the individual
mirrors of the GDD pair are PC2121-L and PC2121-S. For the TOD pair they are TOD2121-L
and TOD2121-S. The layer structure for both mirrors of each pair, as well as the theoretical
reflectance and GDD curves are presented in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively. The only slight variations
of the combined GDDs from the target GDDs, due to the in anti-phase matched GDD oscillations,
compared to a single mirror can be clearly observed. In order to keep the GDD performance of
the TOD pair within an acceptable range some reflectance had to be sacrificed compared to the
GDD mirrors, where the theoretical reflectance for the pair is still above 99% after reflection
from both mirrors. Overall 60 and 58 layers were used for PC2121-L/S and 46 layers for both
TOD2121-L/S. The specified angle of incidence for all mirrors is 5◦.

The designed DM pairs were coated in a Helios magnetron sputtering plant by Bühler Leybold
Optics (Alzenau, Germany). Although a broadband monitoring system is available for this
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Fig. 2. (a) Layer structure of TOD2121-L. (b) Layer structure of TOD2121-S. (c) Reflectance
target, average reflectance upon one bounce and individual reflectance curves of TOD2121-L
and TOD2121-S. (d) GDD target, average GDD per bounce as well as individual GDD of
TOD2121-L and TOD2121-S.
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deposition plant, the coating process was controlled using time-control with highly stable
sputtering rates. The machine is equipped with two dual-magnetrons and a plasma source
for ion-assisted reactive middle frequency dual-magnetron sputtering. The process was tuned
towards fast sputtering rates and a high optical layer quality. High quality Suprasil quartz glass
was used as the substrate. Argon was used as the sputtering gas. For the SiO2 layers oxygen
was introduced near the Si target to oxidize the sputtered thin films. Before the coating process,
the system was pumped down to 1 ∗ 10−6mbar by several turbo-molecular pumps. During the
coating process the pressure was kept at 1 ∗ 10−3mbar. The power of the cathodes was 4500W.
All four mirror designs have a total physical thickness around 10µm and the sputtering rate for Si
and SiO2 is 0.5nm/s for both materials. Therefore, just the coating time was between seven and
eight hours for a single mirror. However, this does not include the pumping times, loading and
unloading as well as all the other necessary steps to prepare the process. Nevertheless, due to the
exceptionally stable coating process the four different mirror types were produced successfully in
four subsequent deposition runs.

3. Characterization and application

After the deposition, the optical properties of all four mirrors (PC2121-L, PC2121-S, TOD2121-
L and TOD2121-S) were measured. The reflectance was measured with a Lambda 950
photospectrometer with the optional Universal Reflectance Accessory (URA) by Perkin Elmer
(Waltham, USA) in the range from 1100 to 2650nm. Additionally, to measure the complete
working range of the mirrors beyond 2650nm, a commercially available Vertex 70 FTIR
spectrometer by Bruker (Billerica, USA) was used. The measurements from both devices were
combined and are presented as one curve for each mirror together with the measurement of an
unprotected gold mirror for reference in Fig. 3. For the GDD mirrors in Fig. 3(a) the expected
features can clearly be seen if theory and measurement are compared for the range from 1600 to
2600nm. For the longer wavelengths a significant drop in reflectance can be observed which is
not predicted by the theory. This decrease can be attributed to the well known absorption due to
bound hydroxyl [19]. For the shorter wavelengths on the other hand the estimated absorption in
Si is not sufficient. This can be avoided in future coatings by recalibrating the optical properties
of Si. Overall, the mirrors exceed the reflectance of a gold mirror for most of the spectral range
while also providing additional dispersion control. For the TOD pair very similar results can
be seen in Fig. 3(b). The mirrors follow the theoretical curves closely as well in the center of
the spectral range, while dropping below for the shortest and longest wavelengths for the same
reasons as the GDD pair (stronger absorption and bound hydroxyl).
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Fig. 3. (a) Reflectance of PC2121-L/S compared to the theoretical values. (b) Reflectance
of TOD2121-L/S compared to the theoretical values.
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Fig. 4. Measured GDD of (a) PC2121-L/S and (b) TOD2121-L/S compared to the theoretical
values and the average target GDD.

The GDD characteristics of the DMs were calculated from measurements with a self-built MIR
white-light interferometer (WLI) [20]. It consists of the beforehand mentioned Vertex 70 FTIR
spectrometer and a Michelson interferometer. Due to the high bandwidth ranging from the NIR to
the MIR the measurements were split in two parts and later combined to one curve for each mirror.
The spectral range from 1200-2500nm was measured with a standard tungsten-halogen light
source, while the range from 2000-3200nm was measured with a silicon carbide globar MIR light
source and a different beam splitter. The measurements overlap from 2000-2500nm which allows
the combination of the results. In Fig. 4(a) the measured GDD of the mirror pair PC2121-L/S is
presented in comparison to the theoretical values from Fig. 1(d). While the absolute values only
match the theoretical ones in certain parts, a good agreement between theory and experiment
can clearly be observed if the positions of the minima and maxima are compared. This shows
that the two mirrors are matched to a high degree and will provide a significantly flattened GDD
characteristic compared to a single mirror. Figure 4(b) then displays the measured GDD values
of the TOD pair in comparison to the theoretical ones. A good agreement can be observed across
the whole working range of the DM pair. For these four measurements the absolute results are
also outstandingly close with only a few peeks being far away from the simulated values.

Finally, the impact of these mirrors on ultrashort laser pulses is presented. First, simulations
were performed with the OptiLayer software. For this purpose an artificial Fourier transform
limited super-gaussian laser pulse with a spectrum from 1200-3200nm and a full width of half
maximum (FWHM) of 150THz was generated. The central wavelength was specified at 1900nm.
Therefore, the input pulse has a pulse duration (PD) of 8.52fs. This pulse then accumulates the
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in section 2 stated values for the reflectance target and the opposite GDD target. Due to the
reflectance target being set to 100% there are no losses, but since the GDD target is set to −100fs2

for the PC2121-L/S, the pulse will degrade because of 100fs2 of GDD that it picks up. The same
holds for the TOD2121-L/S mirrors, only that the pulse will pick up the inverted GDD target
from Fig. 2(d) instead. After that, the reflection from the mirrors is simulated. As a result of the
imperfect reflectance and GDD characteristics of the DMs compared to the target values the pulse
will not be recompressed completely and lose some intensity. Figure 5(a) shows the simulated
results for the input pulse and the outcome after a different number of bounces from the two
different mirror pairs. For PC2121-L/S the PD and intensity will basically not change even for a
high number of bounces. Only for ten bounces from the pair, which means 20 reflections in total,
5% of the maximum intensity gets lost and the pulse is stretched slightly. For TOD2121-L/S
on the other hand a faster degradation of the pulse quality can be observed due to the reduced
reflectance and more complicated GDD characteristics. While the pulse is not stretched in time,
nearly 5% of intensity are immediately lost upon reflection from the two individual DMs. For
five bounces from the pair (ten total reflections) more than 35% of the intensity are lost and the
puls has been broadened to 9.6fs. Therefore, the TOD mirror pair should only be used once
compared to the GDD pair which can be used several times without major losses.
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Fig. 5. (a) Simulated laser pulses after a varying number of bounces from the different
mirror pairs. (b) Measured results of a Cr:ZnS laser system for different configurations.

For the measurements in Fig. 5(b) a home-built, all-reflective second-harmonic-generation
frequency-resolved optical gating (SHG-FROG) instrument was used. The laser system generating
the measured pulses is based on Cr:ZnS and provides a spectrum between 1.2-3.2µm. The
Fourier transform limited PD for this particular spectrum is around 7fs. The actual output from
the laser is not compressed fully and has a PD of about 20fs (Fig. 5(b), black curve). Using the
PC2121-L/S pair directly with this output completely overcompensates the GDD present in the
pulse resulting in a PD of 26fs. Adding another pair makes it even worse giving a PD of 33fs.
Therefore, a ZnS plate with a thickness of 0.5mm was placed in the beam to introduce some
artificial GDD. The GDD of ZnS is positive in the whole working range of the mirrors. With
this additional plate and a single pair of PC2121-L/S the pulse duration was shortened to 10fs
(Fig. 5(b), red curve). Unfortunately ZnS also introduces a considerable amount of TOD which
appears on the leading edge of the puls. A substantially better beam profile was achieved with a
pair of TOD2121-L/S and an additional 8mm of BaF2 (Fig. 5(b), blue curve). BaF2 has a positive
GDD for wavelengths below 2µm and a negative GDD for wavelengths above that. It is mainly
used to compress the shorter wavelengths of the laser pulse in this setup. This configuration also
resulted in a PD of 10fs but the obvious TOD was reduced drastically. This shows, that both
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mirror pairs fulfill their design requirements and can provide significantly improved laser pulses
compared to the initial input.

4. Conclusion

Two different dispersive mirror pairs were successfully produced and carefully characterized.
Additionally they were tested in a Cr:ZnS laser system showing their capability of dispersion
control. The first mirror pair provides a nearly constant group delay dispersion of −100fs2 in
the spectral range from 1.2-3.2µm. The second pair was tailored to compensate the third-order
dispersion introduced by a 0.5mm thick TiO2 crystal for the same spectral range. At the same
time both mirror pairs maintain an unparalleled high reflectance. Covering a bandwidth of over
1.4 octaves is a significant progress over previously reported results for this wavelength range and
will enable considerable improvements in laser systems like Cr:ZnS and others with a central
wavelength around 2µm.
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